The executive vice-president of Market Developments, Hal Murray, stated that he got the MIT mailing list from the MIT Student Directory. He added that the company obtained the list in a manner which is "confidential, but that they "did not get it directly from MIT." Market Developments, according to Murray, had written to the Registrar, and receiving no answer, obtained the directory by "other means."

The Associate Registrar of MIT, Rich Snover, explained that "it is a longstanding policy not to release mailing information to outside sources," although he got "access of doing it every year."

Mary Morris, Director of the Information office, explained that students' addresses could not have been obtained when the stu (Please turn to page 3).

The officer in charge of Olaguer's case, Lt. Col. Rolando Abadilla, is one of the most hated men in the Marcos regime, according to Olaguer. "I am very concerned," he added, "because Col. Abadilla was pointed out by Amnesty International as a representative of Amnesty International to the Marcos regime, according to Col. Abadilla, was pointed out by Amnesty International as a representative of Amnesty International to the Marcos regime, according to O (Please turn to page 5).

The final actions of the President and Chancellor on the Operation of Campus Dining are nearly complete and will be announced within the next two weeks, according to Chancellor Paul Gray. Informed sources have indicated that although the decision making process is still continuing, freshmen entering Baker, MacGregor, and McCormick Hall will probably be required to go on some form of combined room and board plan. This would mean that McCormick dining hall will probably be reopened. The plan most likely to be required would be a "tiers" plan which would have students eating an average of twelve commons meals per week. The program would be implemented next year with the return of the tiers. It is reportedly still unclear what type of plan freshmen entering East Campus would be required to take. A food cooperative has reportedly been approved for the MIT Dining Hall to serve cooking members of the MIT community although the details of its operation and financial viability will be settled within the next few months. Gray told faculty and students at a luncheon yesterday that he is "not more than two weeks from being able to say something definite and final." According to Gray, the final proposals seem to be "closer to the recommendations of the Dining Committee than they are to the present state of affairs."

Sources have indicated that there are still three major obstacles holding up the administration's final actions:

1) It has not yet been decided whether future upperclassmen will be included in the plan. Some factions in the administration reportedly wish to exclude upperclassmen from the combined room and board plans, or at least to decrease the number of meals they will be required to take. They are citing their fear of what one official has termed a "mass exodus" of juniors and seniors from affected dormitories as a reason for this exclusion. Other administration officials are said to be trying to delay a firm decision on this question.

2) According to Gray, the cost analysis of the plan is not yet complete. Sources have indicated that the Academic Council is wary of instituting a "subsidy" for Housing and Food Services. Gray has decided that some form of financial assistance is desirable to remove the whole economic burden from students. While common prices have not been set for the next year, Gray did confirm that one "coordination" he is using to make his decision is that of having "food service reasonably priced in the context of other plans."

3) The program's impact on East Campus is reportedly still being discussed. While it will apparently not be placed on the same plans as the west campus houses, some type of scrup system may be implemented. Gray said that MIT must "take more action than we have with respect to sanitation and health and safety in the preparation of food... [so we are not in violation of the rules of Cambridge]."

Both the financial support of Housing and Food Services by the Institute and the scrup system were students suggestions voiced at a meeting held on December 10, 1979, long after the Committee on Campus Dining report was published. Two new officials have been appointed to help oversee the new dining proposals. Anita Wotion has been named program coordinator for Residence and Dining Services. Joseph D'Auverge has been appointed associate director of Housing and Food Services.